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	AdvancED Flex 4 makes advanced Flex 4 concepts and techniques easy. Ajax, RIA, Web 2.0, mashups, mobile applications, the most sophisticated web tools, and the coolest interactive web applications are all covered with practical, visually oriented recipes.

	
		Completely updated for the new tools in Flex 4
	
		Demonstrates how to use Flex 4 to create robust and scalable enterprise-grade Rich Internet Applications.
	
		Teaches you to build high-performance web applications with interactivity that really engages your users.



	What you'll learn


	Practiced beginners and intermediate users of Flex, especially those with a knowledge of other web development tools, will learn to leverage Flex 4’s new tools and capabilities to build truly advanced web applications.

	
		Get the most out of the new features introduced in Flex 4.
	
		Integrate Flex 4 with PHP, Java, JavaScript, and Ruby on Rails.
	
		Leverage architectural and design patterns.
	
		Create mashups and collaborative applications using Flex 4.
	
		Build rich media applications using audio and video streaming and open source 3D libraries.
	
		Tune the performance of your Flex applications.



	Who is this book for?


	This book is for web developers who want and need to create Rich Internet Applications on time and within budget. It is also for all Flex developers including those upgrading from Flex 3, intermediate users who want to build their skills to an advanced level, and other web developers who want to integrate their web tools with Flex.
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Beginning Java 8 Language Features: Lambda Expressions, Inner Classes, Threads, I/O, Collections, and StreamsApress, 2014

	Beginning Java 8 Language Features covers essential and advanced features of the Java programming language such as the new lambda expressions (closures), inner classes, threads, I/O, Collections, garbage collection, streams, and more. Author Kishori Sharan provides over 60 diagrams and 290 complete programs to help you visualize and...
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ITIL Continual Service Improvement 2011 Edition (Best Management Practices)Stationery Office, 2011

	The ITIL 2011 Editions have been updated for clarity, consistency, correctness and completeness. Alongside the delivery of consistent, repeatable process activities as part of service quality, ITIL has always emphasized the importance of continual service improvement. Focusing on the process elements involved in identifying and introducing...
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Middleware Networks: Concept, Design and Deployment of Internet InfrastructureSpringer, 2006
Middleware Networks: Concept, Design and Deployment of Internet Infrastructure describes a framework for developing IP Service Platforms and emerging managed IP networks with a reference architecture from the AT&T Labs GeoPlex project. The main goal is to present basic principles that both the telecommunications industry and the Internet...
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Learning Cocoa with Objective-C: Developing for the Mac and iOS App StoresO'Reilly, 2012

	
		We’ve been developing for the Cocoa framework from when the Mac first supported it.
	
		Since then, we’ve seen the ecosystem of Cocoa and Objective-C development evolve
	
		from a small programmer’s niche to one of the most important and influential development
	
		environments in the world. (In fact, as 2012...
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The Handbook of Banking TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2021

	Competitive advantage in banking comes from effective use of technology
	
		The Handbook of Banking Technology provides a blueprint for the future of banking, with deep insight into the technologies at the heart of the industry. The rapid evolution of IT brings continual change and demand for investment — yet...
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Modular Compiler Verification: A Refinement-Algebraic Approach Advocating Stepwise AbstractionSpringer, 1997

	After 40 years of practice and theory in compiler construction and 30 years of experience and teaching in software engineering we still observe that safetycritical high-level language programs are certified only together with the corresponding machine code. The reason is that certification institutions do not trust any compiler. And they are...
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